
 400 level student of Accounting & Finance 

Department, McPherson University, Miss APrecious Aduekpe, has distinguished 

herself in the national examination becoming the 

second McPherson University student to become a 

Chartered Accountant as an undergraduate. 

Miss Aduekpe excelled at the final stage of the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria 

(ICAN) professional examinations few months after 

completing her 300 Level second semester 

examinations. The ICAN examination is 

unarguably the most prestigious professional 

examination in Nigeria. 

The news of Miss Aduekpe's success excited the 

Vice-Chancellor, Professor Adeniyi Agunbiade, the 

University Management and the University 

community. 

The Vice-Chancellor, while praying for her during 

the staff and student fellowship on Wednesday, 

January 15, 2020, described Miss Aduekpe as a 

'rare gem and a role model indeed' while urging 

other students to emulate her studious lifestyle. 

“We stand for excellence in this University. It is a 

culture we must all imbibe that we don't only excel, 

here at home, but nationally and internationally. 

Precious has demonstrated that we are champions, 

indeed. I urge other students undergoing different 

professional examinations to brace up and stand 

out!”, the University helmsman added. 

The Ag. Head of Department, Accounting & 

Finance, Dr. Babatunde Lawal, who was beaming 

with smiles at the College of Social & Management 
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Science (COSMAS) last week, described Aduekpe's 

success as 'amazing'. He said that success is often 

predictable when students follow instructions. 

According to Dr. Lawal, “Precious has proved 

again that products of McPherson University can 

compete favourably with students from any ivy 

league university in Nigeria and beyond. With the 

quality of education we are giving our students, I 

am optimistic that they will always distinguish 

themselves”.
Aside Precious Aduepke, Miss Aanuoluwa 
Soladoye equally passed a stage of the 
examination with exceptional grades, which was 
also specially commended by the Vice-Chancellor 
and the Head of Department of Accounting & 
Finance. 
Aduekpe has joined the group of Miss Temiloluwa 
Sholola and Miss Olu Virtue who became 
chartered few months after their graduation from 
the University. 
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